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INTRODUCTION
Apish Punks is a unique collection of 10,000 truly
pixelated ape NFTS with multiple rarities within
Telos blockchain.
These pixelated apes have varied rarities, based
on four original designs:
Friendly Ape Punk
Zombie Ape Punk
Alien Ape Punk
Ghost Ape Punk
Available on a 1/687 ratio rarity, the Ghost
variation is the most unique design within this
project.

THE VISION
Apish Punks has been brought to life by a team
that looks to bring investors into a new world of
secure Cryptocurrency Projects.
By launching NFTS on Telos ecosystem, ultilising
the low eco-friendly gas fees and high speed
transactions to benefit all investors to get the
most out of their transactions at the lowest price
possible.
Apish Punks has been the first pixelated Ape
NFTS created within the telos eco-system.
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ROADMAP SUMMARY
As of current circumstances the projects
roadmap summary involves a total of three
phases however, please be aware that this is
something that can continue to grow dependant
of community feedback and the projects success.

PHASE ONE - TARGETS OF APISH
PUNKS
Target one:
Design of pixelated NFTS with rarities.
There is a total of nine categories to form each
individual Apish Punk. The categories are:
Ape | Background | Wear | Mood | Eye colour |
Head | Face | Earrings | Necklace.
Once designs are finalized, a total of 10,000
unique truly pixelated ape NFTS collection with
rarities will be ready to mint in TelosEVM.
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ROADMAP SUMMARY
Target two:
$APISH Token
The successful launch of $APISH token in the
Telos ecosystem.
The rewards to holders accordingly with Telos
reflection dependant of their total investment.
It is essential to caters holders benefits whilst
creating a development fund for future utilities
within the project to contunie expansion of
holder benefits.

Target Three:
Rewards
With both Nfts and Token launched, we will enter
the final stage of phase 1.
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ROADMAP SUMMARY
Target Three:
Rewards (continuation)
The vision behind this is to benefit all holders,
regardless of Apish Punks NFTS or $APISH.
Apish Punks will reward NFT holders with $APISH
whilst $APISH holders will be rewarded with
Telos reflection.
The above becomes reality By creating a staking
platform for holders to start staking their Apish
Punks Nfts investment.

$APISH Token allocation
1B Total supply,
30% Token Staking,
30% NFT Staking,
35% Liquidity,
5% Team allocation locked.
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ROADMAP SUMMARY
PHASE 2 - CONGRATULATIONS AND
WELCOME TO THE APISHPUNKS
COMMUNITY.
Although plans are in place for the continuation
of the project, we wish to keep our community as
involved as possible every step of the way;
Once all three of the above targets are
succesfully met the internal team will involve the
current community to share their feedback,
review all gathered data and release a fully
detailed roadmap of phase two and future
phases.
Once this is completed We will officially enter
into our Phase 2 - Development and Growth
stage. This will also involve a fully detailed
roadmap and the official release of the project's
fully detailed whitepaper.
Please stay tuned for further detials.
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ABOUT TELOS EVM (TEVM)
Telos is a 3rd Generation blockchain platform
which allows fast building, scalable distributed
decentralised applications whilst maintaining
extremely low gas fees.
Some of the perks of building within the telos
ecosystem for both businesses and investors
alike are:
First in, first out transactions functionally
eliminate front running.
Producers are located around the world and
cannot be owned by the same entity.
The most energy efficient blockchain, that
also aims to offset all of their carbon
emissions.
Using their Governance Engine the Telos
community decides on everything from
proposals to board members.
Telos is the first EVM compatible blockchain
built on EOSIO. Deploy and run your Ethereum
Apps using Telos EVM for the most
performant & secure DeFi available today.
One of the best attribute to the Telos Network is
it's fast processing compared to the Ethereum
network, Battle tested 10,000 transactions per
second and 0.5s block
Find out more about Telos HERE
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